Start list for books with and/or about horses located in the Cranberry Public Library.

**Juvenile Fiction**

- Magic Ponies Series by Sue Bentley J F BEN
- Pony Pals Series by Jeanne Betancourt J F BET
- The Saddle Club Series by Bonnie Bryant J F BRY
- Little Horse on His Own by Betsy Byars J F BYA
- The Black Stallion Series by Walter Farley J F FAR
- Horses of Dawn by Kathryn Lasky J F LAS
- HorseBack Hurdles by Jack Maddox J F MAD
- War Horse by Michael Morpuras J F MOR
- Thoroughbred Series by Joanna Campbell J F THO

**Non-Fiction**

- Various Horse books can be found at J 636.1
- Magic Hoofbeats: Horse Tales by Joseph Sherman J 398.24 SHE
- Horses by Maggie Da Silva J 599.665 DAS
- First Riding Lessons by Sandy Ransford J 798.23 FEL
- The Thunderherd by Kathi Appelt J 811 APP
**PICTURE BOOKS**

*Twist and Ernest* by Laura Barnes  J PB BAR

*The Princess and the Pony* by Kate Beaton  J PB BEA

*A Friend for Einstein* by Charlie Cantrell  J PB CAN

*The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse* by Eric Carle  J PB CAR

*Where Horses Run Free* by Joy Cowley  J PB COW

*Horse* by Malachy Doyle  J PB DOY

*Bonny’s Big Day* by James Herriot  J PB HER

*Horses: Trotting! Prancing! Racing!* by Patricia Hubbell  J PB HUB

*How Do You Wrap a Horse* by Diana Klemin  J PB KLE

*My Chincoteague Pony* by Susan Jeffers  J PB JEF

*Wonder Horse* by Emily McCully  J PB MCC

*Ponyella* by Laura Numeroff  J PB NUM

*The Hand-Me-Down Horse* by Marion Pomeranc  J PB POM

*Are You a Horse?* By Andy Rash  J PB RAS

*Black Beauty* by Anna Sewell  J PB SEW

*Horse in the Pigpen* by Linda Williams  J PB WIL

**PAPERBACK PICTURE BOOKS**

*Riding Champion* by L.L. Hitchcock  J PB PAP BAR

*Fritz and the Beautiful Horses* by Jan Brett  J PB PAP BRE

*The Mud Pony* by Caron Cohen  J PB PAP COH

*Moonhorse* by Mary Pope Osborne  J PB PAP OSB

**JUVENILE EASY**

*Horse Show Champ* by Heidi Kilgras  JE BAR

*Stablemates Series*  JE BRE

*Flicka* by Jennifer Fox  JE FRA

*Chester* by Syd Hoff  JE HOF

*Thunderhoof* by Syd Hoff  JE HOF

*Why do Horses Neigh?* by Joan Holub  JE HOL

*My Pony Jack* by Cari Meister  JE MEI

*Cowgirl Kate Series* by Erica Silverman  JE SIL